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Technologies Category:Virtual
instrumentsQ: How to know
which WM I'm using? I'm using
gnome 3.4 on Ubuntu 10.04 LTS
and whenever I switch between
tabs on Firefox, it uses my
previous/default theme, but I
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want to use the new one I just
installed on the computer. How
do I do this? A: Log in again and
this time select: Ubuntu Classic
at the login screen. Then log out
and log back in again. There you
can select your new WM. Direct
Lateral Window (DLW) What is
it? The Direct Lateral Window
procedure is a new technique
that can repair damage to the
capsular attachment of the
shoulder labrum, or the labrum,
particularly to the anterior
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portion. The procedure involves
an arthroscope through a
relatively small (5 to 8 cm)
incision in the anterior axillary
fold. During the procedure, the
surgeon checks out the labrum,
removes any scar tissue that's
present, and then, using
arthroscopic techniques, lifts the
ligament and inserts a graft to
attach the torn capsule back into
place. The procedure can be
performed in conjunction with
other shoulder procedures, such
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as rotator cuff repair, rotator
cuff repair and labral repair,
labral repair and tendon transfer,
or more commonly, when the
surgery is done as a first-time
operation. Why is it done? It
may be performed with other
shoulder surgeries because of the
wide surgical exposure and the
fact that the procedure is done
arthroscopically. The procedure
can also be done alone or in
conjunction with a tendon
transfer to improve function of
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the shoulder. Is there any risk to
the patient? The risks of this
procedure are generally the same
as those for other shoulder
surgeries. You may have a higher
risk of bleeding than usual,
which can be treated with
medications. The most common
complications of the procedure
are post-operative infections, and
a minor amount of bleeding
during the operation. This new
technique has several advantages.
The small surgical incision
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requires minimal tissue and
allows better visualization
2d92ce491b
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